The smoke turns out to be from a bonfire of a small camp of homeless people. You tentatively approach the fire when you hear a loud squawk. A humanoid bird, if one could call it that, notices Min and begins vigorously flapping its wings in a bid to get closer. Attempts at communication are futile, but Min expresses relief at finding a fellow chimera and attempts to comfort the humanoid bird.

The next day, you find yourself in the Baillieu Library for some peace of mind and to process the past day’s events. Seating yourself at one of the computer terminals, you decide to spend a few hours trawling the depths of the internet for any information. An exhausted student snores loudly behind you whilst two others on the opposite terminal whisper audibly. Leaning back, you massage your head in a bid to alleviate the slight headache. To your left, disguised in an oversized hoodie and trackpants, Min is scrolling through a Tumblr consisting of pictures of cute dogs. Whilst you contemplate the amusement and absurdity of Min’s activity, Wendy bounces into the vicinity.

“Heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy! Check out this video I made!” She immediately seizes your keyboard and mouse before you have a chance to say anything.

View the video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kB3YpvTagE